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Cooperation to increase ambition

Sources: EDF based on 
Enerdata/POLES, IIASA, FAO

11 billion tonnes more per year
REDD+ can play a large role
More than $2.4 trillion clean 

investment per year
2-4 billion tonnes of trade per year

IPCC, 2018; Piris-Cabezas, Lubowski 
and Leslie, 2019 



Key messages
1. A ‘Climate team’ is a mechanism to mobilise 

resources to accelerate the transition of 
developing and emerging economics to a low 
emissions.
And generate supply of high-integrity international units

2.  REDD+ implemented within an integrated 
mitigation plan will more credible
An economy-wide, longer-term agreement can support 
that wider plan.  

3. The ‘climate teams’ approach can build a 
high-integrity, high-value approach to 
cooperation based on existing policies and 
agreements



Climate Teams: key features
1. Large scale

1. National 
2. Multi-sectoral
3. Long term

2. Multiple partner countries who pool demand 
and technical support

3. Strong relationships supported by institutions–
not just commercial

4. Develop in collaboration with investor 
community to reduce perceived country risk





What is the added value of a multi-
sectoral approach?
Protects hosts and partners
1. Avoid risk of over-selling 

relative to mitigation at a national scale

2. Pool sector mitigation risk
from sector-specific emissions shocks that affect ITMO 
production and supply

Increases investor confidence 
in country’s plans to decarbonize – and hence government’s 
commitment to providing a supportive environment for forest 
protection and clean investment.



Climate teams: working together to 
accelerate mitigation
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What ‘hosts’ need to overachieve an 
ambitious baseline and supply units

Credible demand
Guarantee of income flow if they make large, costly 
(economically or politically) systemic changes

e.g. Transition to renewable electricity sector
institutions to facilitate closure of coal generators
large scale solar plants, micro-hydro
grid infrastructure to manage intermittency

Strengthening of forest management institutions

Ability to attract investment



Credible demand

Partners must demonstrate

domestic action up to limits of short-term 
potential mitigation at ‘reasonable cost’

credible commitment to financing and 
broader support

commitment to relationships within the 
team – e.g. technical assistance



What hosts need (cont)
Political support
Capability:  policy, sectoral transformation
Co-benefits associated with mitigation

economic development – capability and technology
air quality improvements 
poverty reduction - jobs

Contribution to long-term decarbonization
medium term reductions that make longer term reductions 
easier



What ‘partners’ need
1. ‘Internationally transferrable mitigation 

outcomes’ to meet ambitious international 
targets during period of domestic transition to 
low emissions

2. Credible units in the eyes of domestic 
taxpayers and voters 

3. Coordination with other partners’ efforts
4. Ability to support structural change in host 

country
5. Credible supply – partner resources 

committed early



Credible supply

Host must demonstrate

credible potential to exceed absolute NDC 
– at a cost that it is not reasonable to 
expect host to bear alone.  

policy capability – e.g. ETS/strong tax –
and clear transformational plan

and/or

specific transformational projects – e.g. 
closing coal power plants



What both hosts and partners need

Credible high integrity agreement in the eyes of 
other countries to encourage reciprocal 
cooperation 

‘I will if you will’



Creating Internationally tradable mitigation 
outcomes (ITMOs) in Chile

BAU

Large scale + NDC = credibly additional baseline

NDC = locally acceptable

Monitored 
emissions 
inventory –
UN rules

Additional reductions in 
anticipation of funding from 
ITMO transfers

Crediting baseline 

NDC

Time

Autonomous contribution by 
Chile + climate finance and 
support

CO2-e

National inventory: credible 
MRV with low transaction costs

Diana Movius
Large scale + NDC = credibly additional baseline�NDC = locally acceptable


National inventory: credible MRV with low transaction costs
�
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What is a ‘Climate Team’?

Payments for additional reductions if they occur

1. Climate finance and technical support

2. Guaranteed minimum price, option to buy at higher 
price and right of first refusal up to that price

3. Advance funding to purchase ITMOs

External observers to comment on the 
environmental integrity of the agreement

Switzerland New 
Zealand

Canada
New 

Zealand 
company

Chilean Climate FundClimate finance

Chilean 
govt.



Designing a climate teams 
agreement
Address issues of:
Environmental integrity

Enhanced ambition by all team members, timing of sales…..

Efficiency
How do we get the most mitigation possible at acceptable 
costs?  Investment agreements aligned?

Equity
Sharing of gains and risks, price range

Endurance
Anticipating change and creating governance that allows 
response to changing conditions



Think large and small

Cooperate on a large-scale reductions and 
transfers to address a large problem – be 
brave. 

Large multi-year agreements - contracts

Work in small groups of countries
Creating and sustaining cooperation and environmental 
integrity is easier on this scale
Trust and collaboration are what matters for creating 
supply, committing demand, and gaining the benefits 
from trade - not liquidity



Three takeaways

1. A ‘Climate team’ can generate supply of 
high-integrity international units

2.  Implement REDD+ within an integrated 
economy-wide mitigation plan to increase 
credibility and reduce risk.  

3. Build from what you have toward a 
comprehensive, credible, durable 
approach to decarbonisation and mobilize 
private sector resources at scale.



Suzi Kerr
skerr@edf.org



Enabling private sector involvement
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High integrity units
1. No double counting

2. High ambition – by host and partner countries

3. Long-term net-zero commitment and credible 
plans for transformation

4. Large scale – ideally economy-wide, all sectors

5. Multi-year commitment by both sides

6. Strong monitoring, reporting and verification of 
emissions

7. Private capital agreements aligned



Network of climate teams?
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